
Minutes of EPICH Cttee February 17 2022 

 

Present: Pat Simpson / Judith Redfern / Lynn Wylie / Ken Pattison / Helen Raine 
Apologies: Jamie Westwood / Pat Fisher  
 
PS advised the meeting that Tony Needham has decided to stand down from EPICH. Tony has been a 
valued member of EPICH since 2013. 
Pat proposed a vote of thanks for all the hard work that Tony has undertaken in supporting many of 
the EPICH projects over the years.  
Tony will continue to be a beekeeper with the village bees. 
 
The previous minutes were agreed. 
 
The meeting thanked Helen for removing the vandalised notice board on the bird hide and replacing 
it.  
 
LW - finances 
Bees account: £632.23. General Account: £720.82. Total: £1353.05 
 
PS - Heritage Orchard / Wassail. 
The event had been very successful and we have learnt a lot for the future.  The Morris Dancers who 
had to pull out because of covid infections and self isolating, wish to be included in future events. 
 
PS - Orchard Management Plan. 
Pat has prepared a management plan for HPC for the future of the Orchard. 
She has sought advice from RHS experts, who have suggested that a liquid seaweed feed every 
month will benefit the over pruned trees.  We are hoping that the sale of the step over apples will 
finance the cost of the feed which is likely to be about £50. 
There is a proposed working party in March to feed the apple trees and plant some of the plug 
plants. 
The Management Plan confirms that the grass should only be cut once a year. LW will emphasise this 
to HPC. 
 
PS - Memorial Bench. 
HPC have received a request to place a memorial bench in the orchard. 
EPICH feel that as they do not own the land we cannot refuse but the general feeling of the meeting 
is concern that the placing of the bench could be detrimental to the actual trees. Therefore if the 
bench is to go ahead, the preferred place would be along the east side of the footpath near the 
railway track and the playground and not within the orchard itself. 
 
PS - Lychgate Orchard  
The wildlife area is looking very good with the snowdrops planted last year looking particularly good. 
Despite the HPC no longer prepared to have a “duty of care”, EPICH members wish to continue to 
maintain the area. This decision however was not unanimous as KP felt as HPC have reneged on their 
duty of care, we should no longer maintain. 
We are likely to put more native plug plants in this coming spring depending on availability. 
 
JR - Bird Hide 
JR has purchased two more squirrel proof bird feeders so that the current feeders can be cleaned 
regularly in an attempt to reduce Trichomonosis known as Finch Disease which causes death in the 



finch population through infection passed on in the birds salvia. Hygiene and keeping bird feeders 
clean is a way of reducing the risk. 
JW is still hoping to undertake the mural on the outside wall of the hide around Easter. 
 
JR - Bees 
The bees continue to look to be coming through the winter in good condition although there are two 
small colonies. 
JR had been in touch with Rockliffe regarding the apiary move.  Rockliffe had expected to have the 
new apiary site done by the end of January but we are awaiting confirmation. 
 
PS - Plug Plants 
Several EPICH members are growing wildflower plug plants for various planting schemes and the 
plugs generally seem to be growing ok.  Further information about the planting will be advised as the 
season progresses. 
 
PS - New Projects 
The chippings around the picnic table have been laid and further plans for refurbishment of the area 
include putting up the five bird boxes which are currently being stored in the bird hide. 
Raspberry canes - the making of the new path has opened up the area but left a lot of earth clods 
lying around, once these have been removed the intention is to dig up the raspberry canes which 
currently have to be cut back each spring to uncover the spring bulbs.   
This will be a working party event. 
 
PS - Grange Fun Run / Saturday 16th April. 
JR and PS will organise another “pop up plant stall”.  
If anyone has any spare plants or would like to help out, let us know. 
We hope to be able to have available some sort of Butterfly “have you seen?” Guide based on John 
Buxton’s photos of butterflies seen around the village. 
 
PS - Bulb Record  
Over the last few years, EPICH have planted thousands of bulbs around the village. 
The intention is to have a photographic record of the different areas so this will be undertaken as 
the spring progresses. 
 
Date of next meeting - TBA 
 
Judith Redfern  
 

 


